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A few key questions 

•  What is supposed to happen under LCFF? 

•  What is LCFF trying to achieve? 

•  What should local mean? 

•  What should equity mean? 



I. What is supposed to happen 
under LCFF? 









II. What is LCFF  
trying to achieve? 



Getting Down to Facts, 2007 

•  California Spends too Little  
–  The state needs to spend 40%-50% more than it does 

now for all schools to reach student proficiency 
standards. 

•  High Poverty, High EL Schools Need More  
–  The amount of resources needed to reach state goals 

differs across schools. 



“Districts with high concentrations of poor children or 
of English learners and districts in high-wage labor 
markets do not currently receive enough funds to 
reach the same API targets as other districts. This 
situation is fundamentally unfair.”  
 





“In designing a finance system responsive to 
concentration of disadvantage, we note there is some 
evidence that poverty concentration begins to have a 
negative impact on achievement when FRPL 
students comprise more than 50% of school 
enrollment.”  
 



Concentration Effects 
•  Addressing social welfare needs of families takes increasing amount of 

educators’ time. 
 
•  High concentration poverty schools face higher student mobility rates 

that disrupt schedules. 

•  Problems experienced in neighborhoods surrounding high poverty 
schools create additional costs (eg. around heightened security) 

 
•  Families in high-concentration poverty schools are more likely to 

experience extreme economic stress (unemployment, very low income) 

•  High poverty schools have less ability to draw upon parental funding.   

•  English Learners do not have sufficient language models. 



III. What should local mean?  



Amidst important competing 
demands for new LCFF dollars … 



Should decisions be made  
(and control over $ be held)  

at district,  
at local schools,  
or at both levels? 

 
Complex political dynamics 



Emerging examples  
from other districts 



IV. What should equity mean?  



Three Models for LAUSD  
•  SAMENESS – Divide total LCFF funds by LAUSD 

enrollment and distribute same $ for each student in the 
district. 

•  PRO RATA – Divide total LCFF funds by # of qualifying 
students and distribute $ only to qualifying students. 

•  FAIRNESS – Distribute supplemental $ equally to each 
qualifying student AND distribute concentration $ to schools 
with highest % of qualifying students. 



3 Possible $ Flows for LCFF 

Qualifying 
Students 

Model A: 
Sameness 

Model B: 
Pro Rata 

Model C: 
Fairness 

Sunrise 95% $900,000 $1,342,474 $1,462,500 

Beethoven 60% $900,000 
 

$847,878 543,750 

Kenter Cyn 5% $900,000 
 

70,657 37,500 





Other Considerations 

•  DEFINITIONAL – Should concentration funds be based only on 
% unduplicated students or on neighborhood poverty as well? 

•  RHETORICAL – How can we talk about significance of 
concentrated poverty while acknowledging strengths within low-
income communities? 

•  TEMPORAL – How to think long term and build capacity at 
school level. 

•  IMPACTFUL – How can schools and districts draw on existing 
evidence to make informed decisions about investments.   

 


